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Finding Sums - With Rounding (Word)
Determine the sum to the following problems.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

1) At the dog show there were 839 large dogs and 840 small dogs. 
To the nearest ten, how many dogs were at the dog show?

2) A donation center received 103 cans of corn and 402 cans of 
peas. To the nearest hundred, how many cans did they receive 
total?

3) Carl and Amy were collecting cans for recycling. Carl collected 
346 cans and Amy collected 673. To the nearest hundred, what is 
the total number of cans they collected?

4) In one month a furniture store sold 268 plastic chairs and 283 
wooden chairs. To the nearest hundred, how many chairs did they 
sell total?

5) Vanessa was downloading apps to her phone. The first app she 
downloaded was 748 kb and the second was 341 kb. To the 
nearest ten, what was the total size (in kb) of all the apps she 
downloaded?

6) A cookie company held a poll asking customers their favorite 
type of cookie. 712 people said chocolate chip and 148 said 
oatmeal. To the nearest ten, what is the combined number of 
votes for both cookies?

7) Katie was preparing for a marathon. In the morning she jogged 
540 meters and in the afternoon she jogged another 495 meters. 
To the nearest ten, how many meters did she jog total?

8) A candy company sells 711 boxes of sugar candy and 958 boxes 
of chocolate candy every day. To the nearest ten, what is the sum 
of the boxes of candy they sell?

9) A chef was buying different soups. She bought 450 cans of 
chicken soup and 441 cans of mushroom soup. To the nearest 
hundred, how many can of soup did she buy all together?

10) Larry was reading through his favorite book series. The first book 
he read had 995 pages and the next book had 888 pages. To the 
nearest hundred, how many pages were in both books?
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Finding Sums - With Rounding (Word)
Determine the sum to the following problems.

1. 1,680

2. 500

3. 1,000

4. 600

5. 1,090

6. 860

7. 1,040

8. 1,670

9. 900

10. 1,900

1) At the dog show there were 839 large dogs and 840 small dogs. 
To the nearest ten, how many dogs were at the dog show?

1,679  =  1,680

2) A donation center received 103 cans of corn and 402 cans of 
peas. To the nearest hundred, how many cans did they receive 
total?

505  =  500

3) Carl and Amy were collecting cans for recycling. Carl collected 
346 cans and Amy collected 673. To the nearest hundred, what is 
the total number of cans they collected?

1,019  =  1,000

4) In one month a furniture store sold 268 plastic chairs and 283 
wooden chairs. To the nearest hundred, how many chairs did they 
sell total?

551  =  600

5) Vanessa was downloading apps to her phone. The first app she 
downloaded was 748 kb and the second was 341 kb. To the 
nearest ten, what was the total size (in kb) of all the apps she 
downloaded?

1,089  =  1,090

6) A cookie company held a poll asking customers their favorite 
type of cookie. 712 people said chocolate chip and 148 said 
oatmeal. To the nearest ten, what is the combined number of 
votes for both cookies?

860  =  860

7) Katie was preparing for a marathon. In the morning she jogged 
540 meters and in the afternoon she jogged another 495 meters. 
To the nearest ten, how many meters did she jog total?

1,035  =  1,040

8) A candy company sells 711 boxes of sugar candy and 958 boxes 
of chocolate candy every day. To the nearest ten, what is the sum 
of the boxes of candy they sell?

1,669  =  1,670

9) A chef was buying different soups. She bought 450 cans of 
chicken soup and 441 cans of mushroom soup. To the nearest 
hundred, how many can of soup did she buy all together?

891  =  900

10) Larry was reading through his favorite book series. The first book 
he read had 995 pages and the next book had 888 pages. To the 
nearest hundred, how many pages were in both books?

1,883  =  1,900


